MOVE light
MOVE LIGHT

The MOVE Mobility starter offer for
public charging: With MOVE light, you
can enjoy the familiar benefits of MOVE
with no fixed subscription fee.

Congratulations! You’re already a seasoned electric motorist or
have recently decided to purchase an electric vehicle. Whichever
of these apply to you, you can enjoy the comforts, advantages
and pleasures of the mobility of tomorrow, all while helping the
environment and promoting sustainability.
You’re probably able to charge your electric car easily and
conveniently at home or at your place of work. Perhaps you’ve
already had experiences with public charging, for example when
planning a longer trip. Then you’ve no doubt discovered that this
process can be quite complex due to the numerous different
technical systems, billing procedures, tariff structures and apps.

As the operator of one of the best smart public charging networks
in Switzerland, we present to you the MOVE light package. If you
•

use public charging stations only rarely (max. twice per month)

•

charge at home or at work and view public charging
as a „backup option“

•

drive a hybrid vehicle

then MOVE light is the optimal solution for your specific charging needs.
The public charging of your electric vehicle has never been so simple, so
convenient and so close to hand. Moreover, with MOVE light you enjoy the
numerous other benefits offered by the MOVE charging network.
•

Only MOVE offers invoicing and credit card debiting

As a customer of the MOVE charging network, you also

after the purchase of services, meaning no more

benefit from transparent and favourable conditions:

bothersome topping-up of prepaid accounts.
•

Ready access to the major Swiss and European
charging networks at competitive standard prices.

•

Make use of reliable charging stations that are

In Switzerland
•

The charging card is a present.

•

The tariffs on the MOVE network (charging stations with
the MOVE logo) are:

compatible with every type of electric vehicle, and

–M
 OVE park 1–11 kW:

many with fast DC 50 kW charging.
•

0.45 CHF/kWh

MOVE is nationally and internationally networked

–M
 OVE charge 12–22 kW:

thanks to our partners and third-party providers.
•

0.05 CH/min + 0.45 CHF/kWh
–M
 OVE charge 23–59 kW:

Enjoy high-quality 24/7 customer support in German

0.15 CHF/min + 0.59 CHF/kWh

and French.

–M
 OVE charge 60–350 kW:

•

Privileged access to charging stations.

•

Green electricity guaranteed and inclusive.

Abroad

•

With the ‘Move – recharge your car’ app, it’s easy

•

and convenient to locate all MOVE charging stations
as well as stations on partner networks. The app
is available for free on the iTunes Store and Google
Play Store.

0.15 CHF/min + 0.59 CHF/kWh

For all other compatible charging stations across
Europe, the tariffs are:
–P
 artner charging networks 1–22 kW:
1.50 CHF + 0.05 CHF/min + 0.45 CHF/kWh
–P
 artner charging networks > 23 kW:
1.50 CHF + 0.15 CHF/min + 0.59 CHF/kWh

•

No annual subscription fee.

•

The system is user-friendly, safe and straightforward
to operate, and the charging process is fully secured.

As you can see, it’s easier than ever to charge your car – even on public networks! And
registering for the MOVE charging network is equally straightforward: go to www.move.ch
and fill out the form. Within a few days, you’ll receive your ready-to-use MOVE card, which
you can use for your next public charging – no further payment or registration required.

Wherever you’re going, we wish you a safe journey.
MOVE Mobility AG

026 322 34 01

Route du Lavapesson 2

info@move.ch

CH-1763 Granges-Paccot
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